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The primary goal of safety films for glass in buildings is to retrofit existing monolithic elements and prevent, in the post-fracture
stage, any fall-out of shards. Their added value is that—as far as the fragments are kept bonded—a cracked film-glass element can
ensure a minimum residual mechanical and load-bearing capacity, which is strictly related to the shards interlocking and debond.
To prevent critical issues, such a mechanical characterization is both important and uncertain, and requires specific methodologies.
In this regard, a dynamic investigation is carried out on fractured film-bonded glass samples, to assess their post-fracture stiffness
trends and its sensitivity to repeated vibrations. The adopted laboratory layout is chosen to assess the effects of random vibrations
(220 repetitions) on a total of 12 cracked specimens in a cantilever setup (with 0.5–5m/s2 the range of randomly imposed acceleration
peaks). By monitoring the cracked vibration frequency, the film efficiency and corresponding residual bending stiffness of cracked
glass samples are quantified as a function of damage severity, with a focus on fragments interlock. Quantitative experimental
estimates are comparatively analyzed and validated with the support of finite element (FE) numerical models and analytical
calculations. As shown—at least at the small-scale level—a progressive post-fracture stiffness reduction takes place under repeated
random vibrations, and this implicitly affects the residual load-bearing capacity of glass members. Most importantly, for the tested
configurations, it is shown that the cracked vibration frequency is minimally affected by crack geometry, and follows a rather linear
decrease with the number of imposed random impacts (up to an average of ≈20 for each sample), thus confirming the retrofit
potential and efficiency in providing some mechanical capacity through fragments interlock.

1. Introduction

Structural glass applications in buildings are based on design
concepts that are voted to avoid possible fracture and based
on robustness and redundancy concepts—minimize possible
risks for people, in case of partial/severe damage [1, 2]. In
this context, a key role is usually assigned to several types and
solutions of the connections, that can be optimally designed
by taking advantage of mechanical joints [3], adhesive bonds
and viscoelastic materials [4], or even hybrid technologies
[3]. To improve the structural efficiency and minimize pos-
sible damage, literature studies in the field of structural glass
and glass-related bonded components include deep investi-
gations on durability aspects [5], mechanical effects of aging
phenomena [6], or repeated thermal gradients [7], and meth-
ods to assess the residual capacity of bonds in existing glass

systems [8]. Special efforts are spent also for the load-bearing
capacity assessment of embedded metal connections [9], with
many investigations aimed at supporting the quantification/
optimization of their residual mechanical efficiency under
long-term effects [10], temperature variations [11], and post-
critical interlock with fractured glass [12]. Due to the basic
brittleness of glass [1, 2, 13]—as also highlighted by literature
experimental and numerical studies like [9–12]—bonded
components and connections require a major attention both
for the elastic characterization and for the analysis/prevention
of failure mechanisms, in order to ensure sufficient residual
capacity and robustness in case of damage.

The residual capacity preservation in case of unfavorable
conditions or even accidental actions and events (like impacts
[14, 15]) is a relevant issue for newly designed glass systems
but especially for existing ones, which have been constructed
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without the technical support of recent design standards and
specifications (i.e., [1, 2]), and are consequently characterized
—in most of cases—by load-bearing and post-fracture critical-
ities [15]. In case of special performance needs, among others,
the use of covering films for glass represents an open research
and industrial challenge characterized by the multifunctional
potentials, including thermal [16] and corrosion [17] benefits.
In terms of structural safety, anti-shatter films can support the
post-fracture stage, as they can prevent the spread of critical
shards from cracked monolithic glass components (Figure 1
and study by Figuli et al. [15]). Given that these films are
typically used for post-fracture hazard minimization, but are
characterized by the small thickness, very limited bending stiff-
ness, and uncertain adhesion properties, an open question is
represented by the quantification of their mechanical potential
in keeping glass fragments together, especially under aging or
unfavorable conditions [18–20]. Among others, debonding
and fall-out of glass shards [21, 22] would in fact result in
major consequences for glass section, and thus for the customers.

In this study, the attention is focused on the post-fracture
characterization of bonded fragments, and on the effects of
imposed repeated vibrations on film-retrofitted monolithic
glass samples, so as to quantify their expected residual stiff-
ness after first breakage. The reason is that—as it happens for
many structural engineering applications [23–25]—repeated
vibrations are known to strongly affect the retrofit durability
and efficiency. When the retrofit intervention takes the form
of bonded safety films applied to typically brittle in tension
elements like glass, any possible sensitivity to mechanical
loads can have major consequences on the associated safety
levels. In parallel, it is of utmost importance to define practical
strategies and tools to quantify these residual load-bearing
performances and safety levels.

In this regard, an original experimental investigation is
carried out in this paper, to capture the mechanical features/
capacity of fractured film-retrofitted glass samples. The
cracked vibration frequency of samples is tracked as a key
performance indicator. Frequency changes in simple beams
or cantilevers are in fact well-known to represent a meaning-
ful parameter for the structural analysis of crack members,
and a large number of theoretical, experimental, or numerical
studies can be found in the literature. Most of them are aimed
at providing robust support for diagnostic purposes, like elab-
orating a sound mathematical description of the cracked
behavior of members [26], or developing simplified analytical

models [27, 28], or even assessing different theoretical models
for multiple crack configurations in simple members [29–32].

Certainly, model updating can also provide a robust sup-
port to the experimental interpretation of damage/crack sever-
ity in load-bearing elements [33]. Several literature studies proved
that both direct and indirect (inverse) methods can offer high
accuracy for the analysis of cracked members [34], and effi-
ciently support the detection/quantification of crack shape and
size effects [29, 35]. According to Bedon [22], Zhang et al.
[36–38], and others, it is worth to note that the fundamental
vibration frequency and its possible variation can be used not
only for a prompt crack detection, but also for to quantify
possible delamination phenomena, which are particularly
critical for those composite elements and systems (like film-
retrofitted glass elements) affected by partial/progressive debond-
ing. Several modeling approaches [39], in this regard, confirm
that the damage severity can be quantitatively correlated to
the stiffness losses.

Following the above considerations, the present investi-
gation focuses on the dynamic characterization of small-scale
samples consisting of a fractured monolithic glass plate with
fragments bonded by antishatter film. To verify the proposed
experimental strategy, a commercial safety film based on
polyethylene terephthalate (PET)-layers and pressure sensi-
tive adhesives (PSAs) is taken into account, with mechanical
and thermo-physical properties as in [18–20]. By taking an
advantage of previous experimental efforts at the material
characterization level [18–20], the primary goal of current
investigation is represented by the experimental characteri-
zation of cracked glass-film composite samples in cantilever
setup and subjected to the random repeated vibrations. Based
on vibration frequency analysis, their residual post-fracture
stiffness and mechanical capacity is tracked and measured.
The cantilever-like setup is chosen because representative—
under small-scale simplifications—of fracture features that are
typical of real monolithic glass elements in buildings. As in the
examples of Figure 1, cracked glass elements can in fact possi-
bly take advantage of some interlock of the major fragments,
and thus offer aminimum load-bearing capacity, as far as these
fragments are kept in position and bonded by the safety films.

2. Methodology and Background

Measuring the capacity of existing film-bonded glass ele-
ments is rather challenging, but of utmost importance for

FIGURE 1: Examples of fractured glass windows. Reproduced from PxHere (CC0 license).
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safety prevention. The present investigation, in this sense,
takes a major advantage from laboratory experiments carried
out on fractured film-retrofitted monolithic glass samples. In
parallel, further insight is also derived from a robust finite
element (FE) analysis, developed to extend the experimental
findings and analyze the film-to–glass interaction (i.e., shards
interlock), with a focus on its effects on the corresponding
cracked vibration frequency f1,cr.

Overall, the experimental analysis is based on a test setup
like in Figure 2, which schematically reproduces the typical
cantilever layout and an example of measured accelerations
records in time (for the mechanical characterization of the
system in free vibrations). To note that each sample was
prepared as in Section 3.

In Figure 2, the safety film is used to bond the prelimi-
nary fractured glass sample (with Lc,1≈ 0.5 Lb the distance of
the crack from the fixed end). Under the imposed repeated
vibrations, the dynamic response of each sample is tracked
by means of a triaxial MEMS sensor (accelerometer+ incli-
nometer), which is used (at the free cantilever end) to char-
acterize the post-fracture effective bending stiffness. To
facilitate the analysis of results, the fixed end of glass is rigidly
clamped to the test setup.

The schematic drawing of Figure 2, more in detail, empha-
sizes both the instrument layout and the expected bending
behavior of film-retrofitted glass samples in free vibrations.
For their dynamic analysis and characterization, it is assumed
that the two major glass fragments can mechanically interact
until the minor interposed shards offer a minimum structural
continuity to the cantilever, thanks to the bonding film. Such

a specific damage scenario was reproduced—in laboratory
conditions—to investigate the typical shard interlock (by con-
tact mechanisms), and its sensitivity to repeated impacts/
vibrations. A major uncertainty for the dynamic characteriza-
tion of fractured glass elements—compared to the other con-
structional members—is in fact strictly related to interlocking.
For the same reason, the safety film was bonded on the top side
of cracked cantilevers, so as to facilitate (on the conservative
side) any possible fall-out of glass shards during the test repeti-
tions. Under repeated vibrations [18], it is worth to remind
that the tensile sidemechanism of Figure 2 (i.e., crack opening)
represents the most influencing stage for the dynamic assess-
ment of tested samples, and it has consequently major effects
on the measured f1,cr value.

The open challenge for the experimental samples as in
Figure 2 is thus represented by the prediction of the actual
post-fracture bending stiffness and its possible loss under
random vibrations. Also, major laboratory outcomes can
be exploited by the dynamic identification of fractured sam-
ples [38, 39]. To track the most important dynamic parame-
ters in the cracked stage, according to literature [26–30], a
simple and efficient modeling strategy could be developed
by introducing an equivalent spring with stiffness Krot

(Figure 2), which is assumed to reproduce the effects of
shards interlock in the region of major crack. For the appli-
cation of a similar model to fractured glass, more in detail,
Krot should reproduce the physical contact of fragments in
bending with the limit values of null stiffness in tension
(Krot= 0 when minor fragments are open) and rigid stiffness
in compression (Krot=∞ for the compressed glass fragments
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in contact). Among various performance indicators, the
interpretation of experimental results is basically exploited
in terms of f1,cr, and further elaborated by the parametric FE
simulations [40].

The basic assumption is in fact that a clamped glass
sample with monolithic t thick section, lumped mass sensor
(Ms) at its free end, and a test setup like in Figure 2, the
fundamental uncracked vibration frequency f1 is [41, 42] as
follows:

f1 ¼
1
2π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3EJ

MeffL3b

s
; ð1Þ

with Meff the effective mass given by:

Meff ¼
33
140

Mg þMf

� �
þMs; ð2Þ

where Mg and Mf denote the mass of glass plate and film
tape, while Lb is the actual bending span.

Assuming that the bonding film has minimum bending
stiffness (with 0.35mm its thickness [18–20], Mf= 0.3969 g
≈ 0 and Ef= 8.1MPa), f1 in Equation (1) mostly depends on
the Young’s modulus E= 70GPa of glass, on the second
moment of area J of the uncracked B× t glass section, and
on the corresponding bending stiffness EJ. To note that the
analytical results from Equation (1) represent an ideal upper
limit for the tested cantilever samples, which in real con-
structions may be generally affected by the possible support
flexibility (if any) or degradation (if any), delamination (in
case of laminated sections), glass fracture (as in the present
analysis), etc., with major effects on the final dynamic per-
formances [22, 38].

In case of a major crack with depth a and distance Lc,1
from the fixed end, see Figure 2, the cracked fundamental
frequency is as follows:

f1;cr< f1; ð3Þ

and is sensitive to several well-known crack features, such as
its position, depth, size, etc.

For cracked monolithic glass elements, a primary role is
thus given to the bonding film.

Assuming that the crack has propagation a= 0−t through
the thickness t of a given specimen as in Figure 2, Equation (3)
could take various established analytical forms [26–30]. For
the present investigation, the basic assumption is that a/t= 1
at the initial stage of vibration tests, and minor glass frag-
ments are kept bonded in position by the safety film.

3. Experimental Investigation

3.1. Characteristics and Preparation of Specimens. The typical
small-scale specimen consisted of a monolithic, annealed glass
plate with L= 100×B= 40× t= 6mm dimensions. The use
of monolithic and float glass was privileged to facilitate the

computational process (i.e., lack of possible viscoelastic phe-
nomena of interlayers, debonding, etc.). The limited thickness
t and typical fracture behavior of annealed glass, moreover, was
chosen to ensure the presence of cracks with a/t= 1 for all the
tested samples. The difference among specimens was repre-
sented by minor/scattered variations in the size and shape of
fragments in the region of fracture (with a/t= 1), which are also
typical of glass cracking mechanisms. A commercial multilayer
film characterized by 0.35mm total thickness was used to keep
in position these fragments (Figure 2). The selected film is com-
posed by two different layers made of PET, with a thickness of
0.11 and 0.22mm, respectively, and a PSA adhesive that was
preliminary protected by the environmental conditions by
means of a removable release liner [18–20]. At the assembly
stage, the glass specimens were bonded to 35mm in width
and 120mm in length strips.

To facilitate the manual operations, the film was cut in
120mm long tapes, and then positioned to span 20mm from
the free end. The preparation was based on the dry lamina-
tion procedure. The strip was applied on the rigid glass sam-
ple with high pressure, in order to make it perfectly adherent.
The adhesion stage was realized with careful attention to
avoid bubbles and superficial folding. To minimize the influ-
ence of little impurities or inclusions, the glass surface was
treated and the protection film was quickly peeled off. Then,
manual pressure was applied to the film to remove any resid-
ual heterogeneity and to make the adhesion as homogeneous
as possible.

Before the execution of dynamic experiments, a prelimi-
nary crack like in Figure 2 was imposed to the glass-film sam-
ples, by hammer hit. The steel hammer was used to fracture all
the glass elements around their midspan region, so as to create
a major crack (with a/t= 1 and Lc,1= 0.5 Lb) and minor scat-
tered shards around midspan.

Figure 3 shows typical examples of film-retrofitted glass
samples, as arranged for the present experimental analysis.
Compared to the preliminary stage with the uncracked
assembly (Figure 3(a)), a major crack artificially created as
in Figure 3(b) was used as reference configuration for the
initial testing stage. Each sample consisted consequently of
(i) two major glass fragments, (ii) few minor glass shards in
the region of crack, and (iii) the bonding safety film. Each
sample was subjected to several test repetitions, where each
one consisted in a random finger tap (Section 3.2). To note,
as reported in Figure 3(b), that the test repetitions were
typically associated to partial fall-out of millimetric glass
fragments from the region of crack, due to the progressive
interlock of the bonded shards. While this phenomenon was
rationally characterized by negligible mass reduction of glass,
a minimum debonding of shards was expected due to the
multiple imposed vibrations. Under progressive damage prop-
agation, as a major consequence of negligible out-of-plane
stiffness of the safety film alone, the performed test repetitions
were aborted at the first occurrence of severe debonding of
minor shards from the cracked region (see for example
Figures 3(d) and 3(e)), i.e., due to lack of residual bending
rigidity, mechanical continuity, and cantilever behavior for
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the examined samples. In this sense, the key role of retrofit in
preserving a minimum/temporary, partial contact mecha-
nism for the interlocking glass shards was addressed.

3.2. Test Configurations. The average laboratory temperature
at the time of experiments was measured in 30°C (Summer).
The specimens were positioned in a clamped boundary con-
figuration according to Figures 2 (“CC” setup, in the follow-
ing). The depth of clamp restraint was set in 5mm (thus
resulting in Lb= 95mm of bending span). Hardwood timber
logs and steel plates were used on the top and bottom sur-
faces of glass, and rigidly fixed to reproduce an ideal clamp.

Each sample was subjected to small-amplitude, finger tap
impacts to involve vibrations at the free end. These testing
conditions were overall quantified in acceleration peaks in
the range of 0.5–5m/s2.

A summary of test configurations is listed in Section 4, in
the discussion of results. A set of 220 repetitions were elabo-
rated for a number of 12 film-bonded specimens, all of them
experimentally investigated under similar setup (Figure 2).
According to Figures 3(b) and 3(c), each sample was pre-
liminary cracked around the midspan region, by hammer.
This choice resulted in variations in the shape/size of minor
fragments (i.e., Figure 3(b)), but in a more realistic fracture
scenario.

3.3. Instruments. The experimental study was based on clas-
sical dynamic identification techniques, which have been for
example applied to glass specimens in [22, 38], and on the
experimental characterization of safety films reported in
[18–20]. For the setup in Figure 2, three-component acceler-
ation histories were measured by MEMS sensor, with a
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sampling rate of 200Hz. Meanwhile, the rotation angle (in
degrees) about a local reference system as in Figure 2 was also
measured. The mini device consisted in a commercial sensor
based on IMU AHRS MPU6050 chip board, wireless, three-
axes accelerometer sensor with inclinometer (Æ16 g its range,
0.005 g the resolution, 0.2–200Hz the available sampling
rate). This commercial sensor is equipped by integrated bat-
tery and embedded microcontroller, ARM® Cortex®-M0 sin-
gle core type (32 bit, clock frequency up to 48MHz). The
limited size of MEMS sensor (36mm× 36mm, with 15mm
the thickness) was chosen to have minimum effects on the
experimental setup and results. Also, its weight Ms= 20 g—
although small—was taken into account as lumped mass at
the free end of cantilever samples.

A typical experimental record is shown in Figure 4, in
terms of acceleration component at the free end of cantilever
under three consecutive impacts (with random imposed peaks,
Figure 4(a)) and an example of fast Fourier transform (FFT)
spectra (for single impact, Figure 4(b)).

For postprocessing, major elaborations and signal pro-
cessing analyses on the available experimental records were
carried out with the support of a Matlab® toolbox [43], in
order to assess the cracked response of film-bonded mono-
lithic glass samples as a function of input acceleration.

Based on the available MEMS sensor and the measured
accelerations for all test repetitions, the dynamic response of
each sample was studied with the support of the Structural
Modal Identification Toolsuite software (SMIT). The ERA-
OKID-OO approach was used for this purpose [44, 45], given
that it is particularly efficient and stable for natural frequen-
cies, damping ratios, vibration shapes estimation of all those
vibrating systems whose initial conditions and dynamic exter-
nal excitation are unknown. For the present investigation, the
attention was primarily focused on the analysis of the cracked
vibration frequency.

3.4. Numerical Investigation. To support the interpretation of
experimental findings, a consolidated and efficient modeling

strategy was taken into account for linear modal frequency
analyses. A simplified FE model (Section 3.4.1) was in fact
developed in ABAQUS/Standard [40], to reproduce the typ-
ical glass-film sample and estimate its cracked vibration fre-
quency, by changing the equivalent spring stiffness Krot as in
Figure 2.

As a further validation, a geometrically accurate FE model
was also assembled (Section 3.4.2), in order to reproduce
more realistically the effect of minor shards and their inter-
lock (based on the measured size of fragments in the experi-
mental samples). This second model was used to verify the
cracked bending response of samples, as well as the accuracy
of the simplest model, and its possible limits for the predicted
frequency trends.

3.4.1. Simplified Model. The major assumption to describe to
the experimental samples like in Figure 3 consisted in a rough
simplification of the nominal geometry of glass fragments.

Basically, the simplified FE model in Figure 5 included (i)
two parts representative of major glass fragments, (ii) a set of
interposed equivalent springs (Krot), (iii) and a thin layer
representative of the bonding film. The size/length of major
fragments was defined based on the average measurement of
samples, with Lc,1= 0.5 Lb. Accordingly, the midspan gap
was set in 10mm, based on average experimental measure-
ments (Figure 5(b)). Shell (S4R type) and brick elements
(C3D8R type) were used for the glass and film components,
respectively. A regular mesh pattern was defined for them,
with a reference seed in the range of 0.35mm and up to
1mm. This choice resulted in 6,500 elements and 38,500°
of freedom.

A rigid “tie” bond was used at the contact interface of
glass and film parts (Figure 5(a)). This kinematic assumption
was chosen to avoid relative translations and rotations of the
interested nodes, and thus to support the prediction of a
reference, ideal cracked vibration frequency f1,cr for the tested
samples. As in Figure 5(b), the bond surface was defined to
span over the full length of major glass parts (Lbond).
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In between (midspan major crack), a set of rotational
springs was used to account for interlock (Figure 5(c)). The
input stiffness Krot of these linear elastic springs was paramet-
rically modified to assess the sensitivity of f1,cr. Through the
parametric study, the clamped end of glass was mechanically
fixed by means of equivalent nodal restraints.

Input material properties for glass and film parts were
described based on the linear elastic constitutive models. In
case of annealed glass, the modulus of elasticity was set at E=
70GPa, with ν= 0.23 the Poisson’ ratio and ρ= 2,500 kg/m3

the material density [16]. The safety film was mechanically
described based on the experimental characterization reported
in [18], that is with Gf=3GPa the shear modulus, νf=0.35
the Poisson’ ratio, and ρf=1,350kg/m3 the density. The clamp
restraint for the glass part was ideally reproduced at the fixed shell
section, by means of distributed equivalent nodal restraints.

To note that the geometry and size of MEMS sensor at
the free end of glass plate were neglected, but a lumped mass
(Ms= 20 g) was placed at the midspan node. On the other
side, the mass effect of millimetric glass fragments as in
Figure 3(c) was disregarded. The mass contribution of minor
glass shards associated to the artificial/numerical crack (gap)
in the midspan section of glass plate (≈6 g for the 10mm
thick gap, corresponding to ≈ 0.1Mg and ΔM=−10%) was
included in simulations in the form of distributed lumped
mass terms. Also in this case, it is relevant to observe that the
simplified numerical assumption as in Figure 5 was described
as a limit configuration of average experimental observa-
tions. The total mass of intact glass samples (Mg= 59.76 g),
with the imposed midspan crack, was in fact typically affected
by minor/negligible mass variations ΔM due to repeated
vibrations and partial debonding of the small fragments

(Figure 3(c)). After the conclusion of test repetitions, the aver-
age mass of minor glass shards associated to final fall-out was
measured in about ΔM=−5%, and down to ΔM=−10% for
one specimen only (Figures 3(d) and 3(e)), which was con-
sidered for the modeling purposes.

3.4.2. Geometrically Accurate Model. As a further elaboration
and validation from Section 3.4.1, solid brick elements (C3D83
type) were used for both the film part and the glass elements,
including minor shards to replace the equivalent springs. In this
way, possible interlock effects were further addressed. All the
other model features, such as the “tie” surface-based kinematic
constraint to bond film and glass, as well as the ideal clamp
restraint, or the elastic material properties and the lumped mass
contributionMsof sensor,were again described as in Section 3.4.1.

Figure 6 shows amodel detail and the typical fundamental
modal shape. It can be seen in Figure 6(b) that the clamped
glass fragment, as also expected from the experimental obser-
vations, is characterized by almost null deformations, while
the out-of-plane bending shape of the film-bonded cantilever
is characterized by a major slope variation and vertical defor-
mation at the free end, as a consequence of shards interlock.
Also, it can be noted from the legend values in Figure 6(b) that
the vertical displacement (U3) of the model mostly coincides
with its global deformation (Umagnitude). As far as theminor
shards are kept bonded by the safety film, a minimum residual
bending stiffness for the cracked cantilever can be thus ensured.

4. Results

4.1. Analytical and Numerical Frequency Sensitivity to Major
Crack. The attention was first focused on the quantification
of f1,cr for the samples described in Figure 5, as a function
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FIGURE 5: View of the simplified numerical model for cracked vibration frequency analysis (axonometric view, ABAQUS): (a) assembly;
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of Krot. As a reference, for the uncracked glass specimen,
Equation (1) was also used to predict the f1 values reported
in Table 1. The bending contribution of safety film (EJf),
which was estimated up to 87,074 times smaller than glass,
was rationally disregarded.

It can be seen in Table 1 that the film mass has negligible
effects on f1 (−0.33%), compared to the glass plate only, but a
major sensitivity is associated to the lumped MEMS mass
(−35.8%), compared to the uncracked cantilever.

As far as the Krot variation is also taken into account,
typical results from frequency simulations can be seen in
Figure 7 (simplified ABAQUS model). The frequency trend
is shown in terms of f1,cr/f1 ratio, for the FE model earlier
described in Figure 5.

When Krot is numerically disregarded (Krot⟶ 0, i.e.,
null fragments interlock), it can be rationally noted that f1,
cr⟶ 0 (with f1,cr= 1.86Hz the minimum numerical fre-
quency). Obviously, the cantilever free end is associated to
bending deformations characterized by a rigid-body rotation
of the bonded glass part.

Of major interest in Figure 7 is the frequency trend of the
“Film” model. It can in fact be noted that the film has some

mechanical effect on f1,cr when the Krot is very small (i.e.,
with a minimum/negligible interlock of shards), and can be
mechanically disregarded for the uncracked cantilever. On
the other side, the most important contribution of the film
itself is to ensure any possible contact mechanisms of minor
shards, and thus provide a minimum residual stiffness after
fracture.

It can be noted, as a major effect of safety film, that the
frequency tends to a lower bound f1,cr= 19.11Hz, which is
significantly small compared to the uncracked estimates of
Table 1 (−94.11%), but still relatively high compared to the
“No film” lower bound. It is also of interest to remark that
the full solid FE model of Figure 6, at the lower bound,
resulted in a cracked frequency f1,cr= 17.86Hz, which is rather
close to the simplified FE assembly prediction (−6.54%).

4.2. Analytical and Numerical Frequency Sensitivity to Mass
Modification. For the comparative analysis of cracked fre-
quency estimates, it is certainly important to remind that
(especially for real systems) a certain mass modification can
take place after repeated vibrations of fractured glass samples,
as a consequence of the (possible) progressive debonding of

ðaÞ
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FIGURE 6: Full 3D solid numerical model (ABAQUS): (a) detail of crack region (photo by ©C. Bedon) and (b) typical fundamental vibration
shape (with hidden mesh pattern).

TABLE 1: Input properties and analytical uncracked vibration frequency f1 for the examined cantilever samples, based on Equation (1).

Glass cantilever only Glass+ film Glass+ film+MEMS sensor

E (GPa) 70 70∗ 70∗

J (mm4) 720 720∗ 720∗

Meff (kg) 0.01409 0.01418 0.03409
f1 (Hz) 563.14 561.27 361.51

( ∗) EJ= 87,074 EJf.
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minor shards from the safety film. Inmost of literature studies
on cracked members composed of steel or non-glass materi-
als, see for example, in [29, 35], the mass modification ΔM
from the uncracked to cracked stage is generally found very
small, and can be consequently disregarded for frequency
estimates. For the present experimental analysis, negligible
mass reduction was encountered during the test repetitions
(millimetric splinters at the interface of interlocking shards,
Figure 3(c)). The mass reduction in the order of 5%–10%
(Figures 3(d) and 3(e))—and thus the lack of mechanical
continuity in the fractured cantilever samples—was encoun-
tered only after conclusion of the vibration tests.

In any case, it can be useful to assess the possible effect of
localized mass modification in the region of major crack. To
this aim, from Equation (1), the actual stiffness of the tested
cantilever samples can be quantified as follows:

K∗ ¼ 3EJ
L3b

; ð4Þ

and Meff
∗
in Equation (1) represents the uncracked or

cracked mass.
The possible combined effect of stiffness and mass reduc-

tion on f1,cr, based on Equation (1), can be seen in Figure 8 as
a function of cracked/uncracked stiffness ratio. The f1,cr
trend is proposed, for the total effective mass and a mass
reduction of 10%, as a function of f1 (with ΔM= 0). It can
be noted that ΔM= 10% involves a constant −5.4% reduc-
tion of f1,cr. The cracked–uncracked ratio has indeed major
effects on the f1,cr results in Figure 8. For the lower frequency

bound reported in Figure 7, for example, the cracked–uncracked
ratio for the equivalent bending stiffness K ∗ would result in
about ≈0.002, for the examined samples.
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FIGURE 7: Trend of numerical cracked vibration frequency f1,cr for the presently examined film-bonded cantilever glass samples, as a function
of Krot, and expected effect of the safety film, with evidence of corresponding modal shapes (ABAQUS).
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FIGURE 8: Analytical sensitivity of cracked fundamental vibration
frequency, as a function of the effective stiffness K ∗ variation and
partial mass reduction ΔM (based on Equation (1)).
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4.3. Experimental Cracked Frequency and Acceleration. A set
of records like in Figure 4 was collected and analyzed for the
total 220 test repetitions (12 samples). The measured accel-
eration ranges are reported in Table 2 for samples grouped
by test series, with evidence of maximum–minimum accel-
eration range, average andÆ standard deviation at the free
cantilever end. The corresponding f1,cr values are reported
in Figure 9 (all samples) and in Figure 10, where they are
grouped by sample, as a function of the measured accelera-
tion peak (amax) for each test repetition.

Overall, based on 220 records, f1,cr was estimated to span
between 12.22Hz (minimum) and 21.61Hz (maximum),
with an average of 17.14Hz (Æ 2.09Hz). The scattered dis-
tribution of experimental dots in Figure 9 is interestingly
associated to a rather good linear correlation between fre-
quency and acceleration peak estimates as follows:

f1;cr ≈ 2:35amax þ 12:08; ð5Þ

and R2= 0.949 the coefficient of determination (based on 220
records).

The higher is the imposed amax and the higher is f1,cr,
which suggests a possible stiffening effect on the bonding
film. The same effect can be noted in Figure 10, as also empha-
sized by the slope m of the corresponding linear fit. As a
consequence of hammer-induced initial crack (with similar
location and depth, but possible variations in localized minor
shards), it can be seen that there is a rational scattered esti-
mation of m, among the tested samples. Besides, the coeffi-
cient of determination of Equation (4) still suggests that there
is a sound correlation among the collected results.

In terms of f1,cr bound and residual post-fracture stiffness
for the tested specimens, it is thus of interest to focus further
on the combined analysis of experimental and numerical
predictions. A quantitative comparison can be found in
Figure 11, where the numerical f1,cr outcomes (simplified
model) are analyzed towards the average experimental evi-
dences (from 220 test records). In this sense, it is worth to
note that the simplified FE assembly, when Krot⟶ 0, tends
to a minimum f1,cr which is in good correlation with the

experimental average. Such a correlation confirms that the
tensile behavior of glass shards (i.e., crack opening) is the
most influencing parameter for post-fracture frequency con-
siderations in similar systems, and thus the bonding film
assumes a key role. This aspect was also partially observed
in [18] for different setup configurations, and finds confir-
mation from the present experimental analysis. Further rele-
vant considerations for future investigations, in this sense,
could possibly derive from the analysis of damping and/or
deformed shapes for the experimental samples.

At the same time, the comparisons in Figure 11 suggest
that simplified modeling strategies can be efficiently used,

TABLE 2: Summary of experimental configurations, grouped by sample/test series, with evidence of min–max acceleration range and average
acceleration at the free end (in absolute value).

Repetitions Min acceleration amin (m/s2) Max acceleration amax (m/s2) Avg. acceleration aavg (m/s2)

CC#1 9 1.05 3.18 2.47 (Æ 0.718)
CC#2 18 0.90 2.78 1.84 (Æ 0.583)
CC#3 10 1.66 3.24 2.30 (Æ 0.579)
CC#4 15 1.78 4.10 2.94 (Æ 0.650)
CC#5 12 1.46 3.01 2.14 (Æ 0.512)
CC#6 20 0.93 2.16 1.53 (Æ 0.411)
CC#7 19 1.02 2.55 1.86 (Æ 0.423)
CC#8 21 1.35 2.50 1.89 (Æ 0.374)
CC#9 30 1.34 4.18 2.15 (Æ 0.588)
CC#10 23 1.33 2.79 2.12 (Æ 0.384)
CC#11 36 1.94 2.97 2.48 (Æ 0.275)
CC#12 12 1.15 3.19 2.61 (Æ 0.685)
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FIGURE 9: Experimental trend of cracked fundamental vibration fre-
quency f1,cr for the presently examined film-bonded glass samples
(all specimens and test repetitions as in Table 2), as a function of the
measured acceleration peak amax at the free cantilever end.
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FIGURE 10: Continued.
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upon accurate calibration, for the analysis of fractured glass
components.

More precisely, the simplified FE model of Figure 5 is
sufficiently realistic for the assessment of residual capacity
and bending stiffness of fractured film-bonded glass samples
with features and characteristics as in the present study.
To note that the peak of input accelerations at the free end
of specimens was measured up to ≈5m/s2 (Table 2 and
Figure 10), at a distance of ≈50mm from major crack, and
the frequency average in Figure 11 results from 220 records.
As a consequence, the present methodology could be well
representative of most important dynamic features in the

detailed study of fractured glass samples under repeated vibra-
tions, to avoid (at least for preliminary estimates) more com-
plex and uncertain FE models. At the same time, the range of
experimental accelerations in Figure 11 further suggests the
key role and potential of bonding films for the safety preven-
tion in realistic critical scenarios.

4.4. Experimental Cracked Frequency and Repeated Vibrations.
A final analysis of experimental evidences was carried out in
terms of f1,cr trends as a function of test repetitions for each
sample (nv). It is reminded that a sequence of random impact
magnitudeswas assigned to each sample. According to Table 2,
the 12 specimens were in fact subjected to an average of ≈20
test repetitions each (with a maximum of 36 for one sample
only). In these conditions, Figure 12 shows the typical obser-
vations for selected specimens (CC#1, CC#10, and CC#11). It
is worth to note a general decrease of f1,cr with nv, for most of
the samples, regardless the imposed acceleration peak amax.

Also, the f1,cr reduction follows a rather and linear trend
for all samples. Such a finding can be justified by the mostly
identical mechanical properties of components, and by the
strong similarity in their geometrical features.

This experimental evidence further denotes that—besides
the localized interlocking phenomena of minor bonded
shards—there is a rather similar post-fracture stiffness evo-
lution and residual capacity trend for all the tested film-
bonded samples. The most influencing parameter, based on
Figure 12, seems associated to the progressive localized debond-
ing of minor shards from the films in the region of crack,
and thus in the progressive adjustment/rearrangement of small
shards which subjected to the vibrations.

Such a localized degradation phenomenon, consequently,
represents a key input parameter to quantify the load-bearing
capacity after glass fracture. This is especially important for
real applications, given that the present experiments were car-
ried out in ideal laboratory conditions, and possible additional
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FIGURE 10: (a–m) Experimental trend of cracked fundamental vibration frequency f1,cr for the presently examined film-bonded cantilever glass
samples, as a function of the measured acceleration peak amax.
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debond could derive from aging or unfavorable ambient con-
ditions, or extreme mechanical loads (i.e., outside the explored
range of acceleration peaks).

In terms of bonding efficiency, most importantly, some
quantitative feedback could be based on the correlation of
numerical/analytical and experimental frequency trends in
Figure 12. As far as from Equation (1) and Figure 3, it is

noted that any mass reduction (in the vibration stage) can be
disregarded, the cracked frequency decrease can be rationally
justified by a reduction of the effective stiffness K

∗
, which is

found to be sensitive to amax, as shown in Figure 10 and
Equation (4). From Figure 11, however, it can be seen that
the f1,cr reduction under random impacts is rather linearly
proportional to nv, that is as follows:
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FIGURE 12: Experimental trend of cracked fundamental vibration frequency f1,cr for the presently examined film-bonded cantilever glass
samples, as a function of test repetitions nv. (a–c) denote different samples (CC#1, CC#10, and CC#11).
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f1;cr;fin ≈ f1;cr;0 − 0:18nv; ð6Þ

with f1,cr,fin and f1,cr,0 the cracked frequency values of a single
sample after nv impacts, and at the beginning of vibration
tests, respectively (nv= 1).

Up to nv= 20, Equation (5) and Figure 12 reveal a typical
frequency decrease down to −20%, compared to f1,cr,0. Such a
frequency decrease corresponds to a −35% reduction in the
effective stiffness (with ΔM= 0), that can be also quantified
as follows:

K∗
fin ≈ K∗

0 − 4:6nv; ð7Þ

where “fin” and “0” are again defined as for Equation (5). For
the presently investigated specimens, K

∗

0 was approximately
estimated in 0.002 ÷ 0.0025 K

∗
, compared to the uncracked

stage (Figure 8).
In this sense, the current investigation further emphasizes

that the post-fracture response of film-retrofitted mono-
lithic glass samples is a rather complex and critical aspect
to address. However, there are also positive outcomes to
support a standard and simple assessment methodology
in the existing systems. In terms of safety, such an uncertain
response quantification could involve possible risk for peo-
ple, given that glass fragments—in case of first fracture—
are kept in position by very thin and flexible safety films. In
this regard, the current experimental, analytical, and numeri-
cal study showed that—compared to the uncracked stage—
the residual post-fracture stiffness (and thus load-bearing
capacity) of film-retrofitted glass samples is reduced to a min-
imum, and under repeated vibrations can further decrease
due to progressive debonding of minor glass shards. In any
case, it was shown that the tested small-scale samples were
able to withstand acceleration peaks up to 5m/s2 in the post-
fracture stage, and up to ≈20 impacts with a rather stable
(among the multitude of samples and repetitions) and quan-
tifiable trend. In this sense, the experimental analysis could be
further extended to full-scale samples to assess the possible
extension of presently discussed observations.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an experimental, numerical, and analytical study
was presented for cracked annealed monolithic glass samples
bonded by a commercial safety film of typical antishatter use
for retrofit, which is based on PET-layers and PSA.

Possible safety risks for people—as a major load-bearing
loss and shard fall-out—are critically dependent on the bond-
ing efficiency of fragments. However, their residual capacity is
rather challenging to quantify. To this aim, the attention and
layout of laboratory experiments were focused on the analysis
and track of post-fracture response and residual bending stiff-
ness of film-bonded samples under random vibrations, based
on the measurement of their cracked frequency change. In
doing so, a total of 220 test repetitions were carried out on a
small-scale, film-retrofitted cantilever glass plates (12 in total).
Typical imposed vibrations were quantified in acceleration

peaks in the range of 0.5–5m/s2 at the free cantilever end.
The interpretation of dynamic experimental results was pri-
marily carried out in terms of post-fracture fundamental
vibration frequency (based on classical identification techni-
ques), with the support of simplified analytical estimates, and
further extended by simplified FE numerical simulations.

In terms of post-fracture performance of film-bonded
glass samples in free vibrations, major effects were quantified
in terms of (i) possible mass reduction (due to the accidental
debonding of minor fragments), (ii) decrease of effective
bending stiffness, and thus (iii) progressive decrease of the
cracked vibration frequency, which is a primary performance
indicator of damage severity.

For example, it was shown that:

(i) The dynamic response of tested small-scale samples
was only slightly affected by a rather negligible mass
modification;

(ii) On the other side, a major sensitivity was observed
in the bending stiffness reduction of cracked sam-
ples, compared to the intact stage, and this effect can
be efficiently captured by the frequency analysis;

(iii) Also, the progressive debond of safety film andminor
glass shards (i.e., in the region of crack) was quanti-
fied (under multiple vibration tests) down to a fur-
ther−35% reduction of the residual effective stiffness
(for samples subjected to an average of ≈20 random
impacts).

Especially under repeated vibrations, it was in fact shown
that the residual mechanical performance of fractured glass
elements is mostly governed by the safety film unuse, which
have a key role in ensuring any mechanical contact and
bending continuity between fragments. The increased num-
ber of random vibration tests, however, was generally asso-
ciated to a progressive stiffness decrease, which should be
properly addressed for safety considerations.

At this stage, the present analysis on small-scale samples
emphasized that dynamic features are minimally sensitive to
geometrical crack features. Besides, further analysis at the
full-scale level is required. Detailed extended studies are
needed to achieve extensive engineering knowledge on the
actual capacities of retrofit solutions for structural glass appli-
cations in buildings. Finally, the present outcomes should be
further extended to address the residual mechanical capacities
against possible variations in the mechanical and chemical
properties of bonding films (i.e., thickness, composition of
layers, etc.), unfavorable ambient conditions (i.e., temperature
and humidity variations, aging, etc.), or possible scale/geo-
metrical effects (glass plates).
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